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Abstract
We present a nonparametric Bayesian method for texture learning and synthesis.
A texture image is represented by a 2D Hidden Markov Model (2DHMM) where
the hidden states correspond to the cluster labeling of textons and the transition
matrix encodes their spatial layout (the compatibility between adjacent textons).
The 2DHMM is coupled with the Hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) which allows the number of textons and the complexity of transition matrix grow as the
input texture becomes irregular. The HDP makes use of Dirichlet process prior
which favors regular textures by penalizing the model complexity. This framework (HDP-2DHMM) learns the texton vocabulary and their spatial layout jointly
and automatically. The HDP-2DHMM results in a compact representation of textures which allows fast texture synthesis with comparable rendering quality over
the state-of-the-art patch-based rendering methods. We also show that the HDP2DHMM can be applied to perform image segmentation and synthesis. The preliminary results suggest that HDP-2DHMM is generally useful for further applications in low-level vision problems.
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Introduction

Texture learning and synthesis are important tasks in computer vision and graphics. Recent attempts
can be categorized into two different styles. The first style emphasizes the modeling and understanding problems and develops statistical models [1, 2] which are capable of representing texture using
textons and their spatial layout. But the learning is rather sensitive to the parameter settings and the
rendering quality and speed is still not satisfactory. The second style relies on patch-based rendering
techniques [3, 4] which focus on rendering quality and speed, but forego the semantic understanding
and modeling of texture.
This paper aims at texture understanding and modeling with fast synthesis and high rendering quality. Our strategy is to augment the patch-based rendering method [3] with nonparametric Bayesian
modeling and statistical learning. We represent a texture image by a 2D Hidden Markov Model
(2D-HMM) (see figure (1)) where the hidden states correspond to the cluster labeling of textons and
the transition matrix encodes the texton spatial layout (the compatibility between adjacent textons).
The 2D-HMM is coupled with the Hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [5, 6] which allows the
number of textons (i.e. hidden states) and the complexity of the transition matrix to grow as more
training data is available or the randomness of the input texture becomes large. The Dirichlet process prior penalizes the model complexity to favor reusing clusters and transitions and thus regular
texture which can be represented by compact models. This framework (HDP-2DHMM) discovers
the semantic meaning of texture in an explicit way that the texton vocabulary and their spatial layout
are learnt jointly and automatically (the number of textons is fully determined by HDP-2DHMM).
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Figure 1: The flow chart of texture learning and synthesis. The colored rectangles correspond to the index
(labeling) of textons which are represented by image patches. The texton vocabulary shows the correspondence
between the color (states) and the examples of image patches. The transition matrices show the probability
(indicated by the intensity) of generating a new state (coded by the color of the top left corner rectangle),
given the states of the left and upper neighbor nodes (coded by the top and left-most rectangles). The inferred
texton map shows the state assignments of the input texture. The top-right panel shows the sampled texton
map according to the transition matrices. The last panel shows the synthesized texture using image quilting
according to the correspondence between the sampled texton map and the texton vocabulary.

Once the texton vocabulary and the transition matrix are learnt, the synthesis process samples the
latent texton labeling map according to the probability encoded in the transition matrix. The final
image is then generated by selecting the image patches based on the sampled texton labeling map.
Here, image quilting [3] is applied to search and stitch together all the patches so that the boundary
inconsistency is minimized. By contrast to [3], our method is only required to search a much smaller
set of candidate patches within a local texton cluster. Therefore, the synthesis cost is dramatically
reduced. We show that the HDP-2DHMM is able to synthesize texture in one second (25 times faster
than image quilting) with comparable quality. In addition, the HDP-2DHMM is less sensitive to the
patch size which has to be tuned over different input images in [3].
We also show that the HDP-2DHMM can be applied to perform image segmentation and synthesis.
The preliminary results suggest that the HDP-2DHMM is generally useful for further applications
in low-level vision problems.

2

Previous Work

Our primary interest is texture understanding and modeling. The FRAME model [7] provides a
principled way to learn Markov random field models according to the marginal image statistics.
This model is very successful in capturing stochastic textures, but may fail for more structured
textures due to lack of spatial modeling. Zhu et al. [1, 2] extend it to explicitly learn the textons and
their spatial relations which are represented by extra hidden layers. This new model is parametric
(the number of texton clusters has to be tuned by hand for different texture images) and model
selection which might be unstable in practice, is needed to avoid overfitting. Therefore, the learning
is sensitive to the parameter settings. Inspired by recent progress in machine learning, we extend
the nonparametric Bayesian framework of coupling 1D HMM and HDP [6] to deal with 2D texture
image. A new model (HDP-2DHMM) is developed to learn texton vocabulary and spatial layouts
jointly and automatically.
Since the HDP-2DHMM is designed to generate appropriate image statistics, but not pixel intensity,
a patch-based texture synthesis technique, called image quilting [3], is integrated into our system to
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the
HDP-2DHMM. α, α0 , γ are hyperparameters
set by hand. β are state parameters. θ and
π are emission and transition parameters, respectively. i is the index of nodes in HMM.
L(i) and T (i) are two nodes on the left and
top of node i. zi are hidden states of node i. xi
are observations (features) of the image patch
at position i.

...

sample image patches. The texture synthesis algorithm has also been applied to image inpainting
[8].
Malik et al. [9, 10] and Varma and Zisserman [11] study the filter representations of textons which
are related to our implementations of visual features. But the interactions between textons are not
explicitly considered. Liu et al. [12, 13] address texture understanding by discovering regularity
without explicit statistical texture modeling.
Our work has partial similarities with the epitome [14] and jigsaw [15] models for non-texture
images which also tend to model appearance and spatial layouts jointly. The major difference is
that their models, which are parametric, cannot grow automatically as more data is available. Our
method is closely related to [16] which is not designed for texture learning. They use hierarchical
Dirichlet process, but the models and the image feature representations, including both the image
filters and the data likelihood model, are different. The structure of 2DHMM is also discussed in
[17]. Other work using Dirichlet prior includes [18, 19].
Tree-structured vector quantization [20] has been used to speed up existing image-based rendering
algorithms. While this is orthogonal to our work, it may help us optimize the rendering speed. The
meaning of “nonparametric” in this paper is under the context of Bayesian framework which differs
from the non-Bayesian terminology used in [4].

3
3.1

Texture Modeling
Image Patches and Features

A texture image I is represented by a grid of image patches {xi } with size of 24 × 24 in this paper
where i denotes the location. {xi } will be grouped into different textons by the HDP-2DHMM.
We begin with a simplified model where the positions of textons represented by image patches are
pre-determined by the image grid, and not allowed to shift. We will remove this constraint later.
Each patch xi is characterized by a set of filter responses {wil,h,b } which correspond to values b of
image filter response h at location l. More precisely, each patch is divided into 6 by 6 cells (i.e.
l = 1..36) each of which contains 4 by 4 pixels. For each pixel in cell l, we calculate 37 (h = 1..37)
image filter responses which include the 17 filters used in [21], Difference of Gaussian (DOG, 4
filters), Difference of Offset Gaussian (DOOG, 12 filters ) and colors (R,G,B and L). wil,h,b equals
one if the averaged value of filter responses of the 4*4 pixels covered by cell l falls into bin b (the
response values are divided into 6 bins), and zero otherwise. Therefore, each patch xi is represented
by 7992 (= 37 ∗ 36 ∗ 6) dimensional feature responses {wil,h,b } in total. We let q = 1..7992 denote
the index of the responses of visual features.
It is worth emphasizing that our feature representation differs from standard methods [10, 2] where
k-means clustering is applied to form visual vocabulary first. By contrast, we skip the clustering
step and leave the learning of texton vocabulary together with spatial layout learning into the HDP2DHMM which takes over the role of k-means.
3.2

HDP-2DHMM: Coupling Hidden Markov Model with Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

A texture is modeled by a 2D Hidden Markov Model (2DHMM) where the nodes correspond to the
image patches xi and the compatibility is encoded by the edges connecting 4 neighboring nodes.
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• β ∼ GEM (α)
• For each state z ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...}
– θz ∼ Dirichlet(γ)
– πzL ∼ DP (α0 , β)
– πzT ∼ DP (α0 , β)
• For each pair of states (zL , zT )
– πzL ,zT ∼ DP (α0 , β)
• For each node i in the HMM
– if L(i) 6= ∅ and T (i) 6= ∅: zi |(zL(i) , zT (i) ) ∼ M ultinomial(πzL ,zT )
– if L(i) 6= ∅ and T (i) = ∅: zi |zL(i) ∼ M ultinomial(πzL )
– if L(i) = ∅ and T (i) 6= ∅: zi |zT (i) ∼ M ultinomial(πzT )
– xi ∼ M ultinomial(θzi )

Figure 3: HDP-2DHMM for texture modeling
See the graphical representation of 2DHMM in figure 2. For any node i, let L(i), T (i), R(i), D(i)
denote the four neighbors, left, upper, right and lower, respectively. We use zi to index the states
of node i which correspond to the cluster labeling of textons. The likelihood model p(xi |zi ) which
specifies the probability of visual fetures is defined by multinomial distribution parameterized by
θzi specific to its corresponding hidden state zi :
xi ∼ M ultinomial(θzi )

(1)

where θzi specify the weights of visual features.
For node i which is connected to the nodes above and on the left (i.e. L(i) 6= ∅ and T (i) 6= ∅),
the probability p(zi |zL(i) , zT (i) ) of its state zi is only determined by the states (zL(i) , zT (i) ) of
the connected nodes. The distribution has a form of multinomial distribution parameterized by
πzL(i) ,zT (i) :
zi ∼ M ultinomial(πzL(i) ,zT (i) )

(2)

where πzL(i) ,zT (i) encodes the transition matrix and thus the spatial layout of textons.
For the nodes which are on the top row or the left-most column (i.e. L(i) = ∅ or T (i) = ∅), the
distribution of their states are modeled by M ultinomial(πzL(i) ) or M ultinomial(πzT (i) ) which
can be considered as simpler cases. We assume the top left corner can be sampled from any states
according to the marginal statistics of states. Without loss of generality, we will skip the details of
the boundary cases, but only focus on the nodes whose states should be determined by their top and
left nodes jointly.
To make a nonparametric Bayesian representation, we need to allow the number of states zi countably infinite and put prior distributions over the parameters θzi and πzL(i) ,zT (i) . We can achieve this
by tying the 2DHMM together with the hierarchical Dirichlet process [5]. We define the prior of θz
as a conjugate Dirichlet prior:
θz ∼ Dirichlet(γ)

(3)

where γ is the concentration hyperparameter which controls how uniform the distribution of θz is
(note θz specify weights of visual features): as γ increases, it becomes more likely that the visual
features have equal probability. Since the likelihood model p(xi |zi ) is of multinomial form, the
posterior distribution of θz has a analytic form, still a Dirichlet distribtion.
The transition parameters πzL ,zT are modeled by a hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP):
β ∼ GEM (α)
πzL ,zT ∼ DP (α0 , β)

(4)
(5)

where we first draw global weights β according to the stick-breaking prior distribution GEM (α).
The stick-breaking weights β specify the probability of state which are globally shared among all
nodes. The stick-breaking prior produces exponentially decayed weights in expectation such that
simple models with less representative clusters (textons) are favored, given few observations, but,
there is always a low-probability that small clusters are created to capture details revealed by large,
4

complex textures. The concentration hyperparameter α controls the sparseness of states: a larger
α leads to more states. The prior of the transition parameter πzL ,zT is modeled by a Dirichlet
process DP (α0 , β) which is a distribution over the other distribution β. α0 is a hyperparameter
which controls the variability of πzL ,zT over different states across all nodes: as α0 increases, the
state transitions become more regular. Therefore, the HDP makes use of a Dirichlet process prior to
place a soft bias towards simpler models (in terms of the number of states and the regularity of state
transitions) which explain the texture.
The generative process of the HDP-2DHMM is described in figure (3).We now have the full representation of the HDP-2DHMM. But this simplified model does not allow the textons (image patches)
to be shifted. We remove this constraint by introducing two hidden variables (ui , vi ) which indicate
the displacements of textons associated with node i. We only need to adjust the correspondence
between image features xi and hidden states zi . xi is modified to be xui ,vi which refers to image
features located at the position with displacement of (ui , vi ) to the position i. Random variables
(ui , vi ) are only connected to the observation xi (not shown in figure 2). (ui , vi ) have a uniform
prior, but are limited to the small neighborhood of i (maximum 10% shift on one side).

4

Learning HDP-2DHMM

In a Bayesian framework, the task of learning HDP-2DHMM (also called Bayesian inference) is
to compute the posterior distribution p(θ, π, z|x). It is trivial to sample the hidden variables (u, v)
because of their uniform prior. For simplicity, we skip the details of sampling u, v. Here, we present
an inference procedure for the HDP-2DHMM that is based on Gibbs sampling. Our procedure
alternates between two sampling stages: (i) sampling the state assignments z, (ii) sampling the
global weights β. Given fixed values for z, β, the posterior of θ can be easily obtained by aggregating
statistics of the observations assigned to each state. The posterior of π is Dirichlet. For more details
on Dirichlet processes, see [5].
We first instantiate a random hidden state labeling and then iteratively repeat the following two steps.
Sampling z. In this stage we sample a state for each node. The probability of node i being assigned
state t is given by:
P (zi = t|z −i , β) ∝ ft−xi (xi )P (zi = t|zL(i) , zT (i) )
·P (zR(i) |zi = t, zT (R(i)) )P (zD(i) |zL(D(i)) , zi = t)

(6)

The first term ft−xi (xi ) denotes the posterior probability of observation xi given all other observations assigned to state t, and z −i denotes all state assignments except zi . Let nqt be the number of
observations of feature wq with state t. ft−xi (xi ) is calculated by:
Y
q
nqt + γq
P
ft−xi (xi ) =
(P
)wi
(7)
q 0 nq 0 t +
q 0 γq 0
q
where γq is the weight for visual feature wq .
The next term P (zi = t|zL(i) = r, zT (i) = s) is the probability of state of t, given the states of the
nodes on the left and above, i.e. L(i) and T (i). Let nrst be the number of observations with state
t whose the left and upper neighbor nodes’ states are r for L(i) and s for T (i). The probability of
generating state t is given by:
nrst + α0 βt
P (zi = t|zL(i) = r, zT (i) = s) = P
0
t0 nrst0 + α

(8)

where βt refers to the weight of state t. This calculation follows the properties of Dirichlet distribution [5].
The last two terms P (zR(i) |zi = t, zT (R(i)) ) and P (zD(i) |zL(D(i)) , zi = t) are the probability of the
states of the right and lower neighbor nodes (R(i), D(i)) given zi . These two terms can be computed
in a similar form as equation (8).
Sampling β. In the second stage, given the assignments z = {zi }, we sample β using the Dirichlet
distribution as described in [5].
5

Figure 4: The color of rectangles in columns 2 and 3 correspond to the index (labeling) of textons which
are represented by 24*24 image patches. The synthesized images are all 384*384 (16*16 textons /patches).
Our method captures both stochastic textures (the last two rows) and more structured textures (the first three
rows, see the horizontal and grided layouts). The inferred texton maps for structured textures are simpler (less
states/textons) and more regular (less cluttered texton maps) than stochastic textures.

5

Texture Synthesis

Once the texton vocabulary and the transition matrix are learnt, the synthesis process first samples
the latent texton labeling map according to the probability encoded in the transition matrix. But the
HDP-2DHMM is generative only for image features, but not image intensity. To make it practical
for image synthesis, image quilting [3] is integrated with the HDP-2DHMM. The final image is then
generated by selecting image patches according to the texton labeling map. Image quilting is applied
to select and stitch together all the patches in a top-left-to-bottom-right order so that the boundary
inconsistency is minimized . The width of the overlap edge is 8 pixels. By contrast to [3] which
need to search over all image patches to ensure high rendering quality, our method is only required
to search the candidate patches within a local cluster. The HDP-2DHMM is capable of producing
high rendering quality because the patches have been grouped based on visual features. Therefore,
the synthesis cost is dramatically reduced. We show that the HDP-2DHMM is able to synthesize a
6

Figure 5: More synthesized texture images (for each pair, left is input texture, right is synthesized).
texture image with size of 384*384 and with comparable quality in one second (25 times faster than
image quilting).

6
6.1

Experimental Results
Texture Learning and Synthesis

We use the texture images in [3]. The hyperparameters {α, α0 , γ} are set to 10, 1, and 0.5, respectively. The image patch size is fixed to 24*24. All the parameter settings are identical for all images.
The learning runs with 10 random initializations each of which takes about 30 sampling iterations
to converge. A computer with 2.4 GHz CPU was used. For each image, it takes 100 seconds for
learning and 1 second for synthesis (almost 25 times faster than [3]).
Figure (4) shows the inferred texton labeling maps, the sampled texton maps and the synthesized
texture images. More synthesized images are shown in figure (5). The rendering quality is visually
comparable with [3] (not shown) for both structured textures and stochastic textures. It is interesting
to see that the HMM-HDP captures different types of texture patterns, such as vertical, horizontal
and grided layouts. It suggests that our method is able to discover the semantic texture meaning by
learning texton vocabulary and their spatial relations.
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Figure 6:

Image segmentation and synthesis. The first three rows show the HDP-2DHMM is able to segment images with mixture of
textures and synthesize new textures. The last row shows a failure example where the texton is not well aligned.

6.2

Image Segmentation and Synthesis

We also apply the HDP-2DHMM to perform image segmentation and synthesis. Figure (6) shows
several examples of natural images which contain mixture of textured regions. The segmentation
results are represented by the inferred state assignments (the texton map). In figure (6), one can see
that our method successfully divides images into meaningful regions and the synthesized images
look visually similar to the input images. These results suggest that the HDP-2DHMM framework
is generally useful for low-level vision problems. The last row in figure (6) shows a failure example
where the texton is not well aligned.

7

Conclusion

This paper describes a novel nonparametric Bayesian method for textrure learning and synthesis.
The 2D Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is coupled with the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP)
which allows the number of textons and the complexity of transition matrix grows as the input texture becomes irregular. The HDP makes use of Dirichlet process prior which favors regular textures
by penalizing the model complexity. This framework (HDP-2DHMM) learns the texton vocabulary and their spatial layout jointly and automatically. We demonstrated that the resulting compact
representation obtained by the HDP-2DHMM allows fast texture synthesis (under one second) with
comparable rendering quality to the state-of-the-art image-based rendering methods. Our results
on image segmentation and synthesis suggest that the HDP-2DHMM is generally useful for further
applications in low-level vision problems.
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